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ability to note one's progress is terribly important.
<p> There were some technical problems as well.
I had major problems trying to get the voice
recognition sections to work. Although the first
two machines I tried at my college supposedly
had appropriate sounds cards, I and a few others
with greater skills simply could not get the pro‐
gram to recognize sound input. On the other
hand, my own new COMPAQ 7240 multi-media
machine handled the software with no problems
at all. Thus I still have no idea how to resolve
problems with sound recognition when they come
up. I should add that the products developers did
try to offer suggestions though they did not work.
<p> When compared to other language programs,
such as the Triple Play series (I have looked at the
Japanese Program), <cite>Professional Interactive
Chinese for Windows</cite> seems considerably
more sophisticated and usable for serious stu‐
dents. In short I would very highly recommend
this program. I might add that I am planning to
get some of my language teaching colleagues to go
over the program to get their insights from the
perspective of a in class language instructor. I per‐
sonally look forward to seeing the later volumes
and upcoming refinements. <p>
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